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Civil Beat (Lee Cataluna) 10/03/21-- Lee Cataluna: Honolulu May Not
Lose Its Chance To Control Tourism After All
“Short-term rentals are disruptive to the character and fabric of our residential
neighborhoods; they are inconsistent with the land uses that are intended for our
residential zoned areas and increase the price of housing for Oahu’s resident population
by removing housing stock from the for-sale and long-term rental markets. The City
Council finds that any economic benefits of opening-up our residential areas to tourism
are far outweighed by the negative impacts to our neighborhoods and local residents.”
"Fines for violations of the new rules would increase from up to $10,000 per day to
$25,000 per day. Further, and even more impactful, vacation rentals would be taxed at a
higher hotel and resort rate, be required to pay general excise and transient
accommodations taxes, and maintain a minimum of $1 million in commercial general
liability insurance."
"It would be a significant moment, a turning back to prioritizing housing needs for locals;
and not just housing for local people to rent, but the need for people to have peace and
quiet, safety and stability in the place they call home."
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Commentary

Lee Cataluna: Honolulu May Not
Lose Its Chance To Control
Tourism After All
Restrictions on short-term rentals advance to the City
Council amid growing efforts to build back the economy on
tourism’s shaky ground.
By Lee Cataluna  

/ October 3, 2021

 Reading time: 5 minutes.
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The tourism industry is bugging Gov. David Ige to take back his request for travelers to stay
away from the islands.
Owners of vacation rentals in Oahu’s residential areas are whining
about attempts to close the loopholes that have allowed them to rake
in money while grievously inconveniencing neighbors.
After a brief period of earnest public discussion about getting a handle
on Hawaii’s out-of-control visitor arrival numbers, the ravenous
addiction to tourism money has once again taken hold.
The pandemic must be over if we’re back to arguing over bringing more and more tourists to
the islands, right?
Daily Covid-19 case counts are ONLY in the 300’s now. JUST 193 Hawaii residents died last
month as a result of Covid.
Yup. We’re just about pau.
Yikes.
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Thus far during the pandemic, Hawaii has seen the tourism industry crumble to almost
nothing, then start back up with the madness of incoming visitors promising to quarantine in
their hotel rooms — a promise easily made, easily broken and nearly impossible to enforce.
Over this summer, it was as though floodgates were opened, and Hawaii had more tourists
on each island than ever before. Tourists on Oahu were walking down Kalanianaole to
Hanauma Bay because there weren’t enough rental cars.
It was madness. For some who make their money on tourists, it was better than their wildest
dreams.
Thank goodness the Honolulu Planning Commission is serving as a voice of reason amid the
clamoring for tourism. The pandemic offered a ripe opportunity to reclaim the parts of Hawaii
that have been sold off to the almighty visitor industry and to restore a more sane and orderly
lifestyle to those of us who live here. Despite discussions of right-sizing tourism’s impact
earlier this summer, that opportunity looked like it might be squandered the moment visitor
numbers dropped in the fall.
The first step in mitigating tourism’s negative impact on Hawaii is getting tourism out of
neighborhoods.
The Honolulu Planning Commission is proposing a new set of restrictions to curtail the resortification of residential areas.
The bill begins with this paragraph that aptly describes the situation:
“Short-term rentals are disruptive to the character and fabric of our residential
neighborhoods; they are inconsistent with the land uses that are intended for our residential
zoned areas and increase the price of housing for Oahu’s resident population by removing
housing stock from the for-sale and long-term rental markets. The City Council finds that any
economic benefits of opening-up our residential areas to tourism are far outweighed by the
negative impacts to our neighborhoods and local residents.”
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Beachgoers enjoy the sun at Waikiki Beach during the Covid-19 pandemic. Honolulu officials want to restrict vacation
rentals to Waikiki and other resort areas to control tourism.

The vacation rental industry took hold of the islands the way mold can take over a building
with poor ventilation and lax maintenance. State and local governments weren’t paying
attention for a long time, and when residents started making noise that the problem was
becoming untenable, too much time was lost to hand-wringing and studies.
Meanwhile, every measure discussed or passed seemed to have big loopholes that allowed
vacation rentals in residential areas to keep on keeping on. (Merriam-Webster defines a
“loophole” as “an ambiguity or omission in the text through which the intent of a statute,
contract, or obligation may be evaded.” A second definition is “means of escape,” which in
this case, seems appropriate.)
The draft legislation would require bookings of vacation rental units of at least 180 days.
Exceptions would allow for shorter stays in cases of, for example, military personnel, medical
staff working temporarily in Hawaii, and full-time students. No new short-term rentals would
be allowed in residential areas including businesses that are set up where the owner lives on
property and rents out part of their house. Vacation rentals would only be allowed in resort
areas like Waikiki, Ko Olina, Makaha and on the North Shore near Turtle Bay.
Those rules would go a long way toward ending the problem of tourism seeping into every
part of the island. But it’s the money part that makes the proposal serious.
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Fines for violations of the new rules would increase from up to $10,000 per day to $25,000
per day. Further, and even more impactful, vacation rentals would be taxed at a higher hotel
and resort rate, be required to pay general excise and transient accommodations taxes, and
maintain a minimum of $1 million in commercial general liability insurance.
If the Honolulu Planning Commission members and the administration of Mayor Rick
Blangiardi can hold firm to this position and reclaim Oahu neighborhoods for local residents,
they will achieve something that the administrations of Kirk Caldwell, Peter Carlisle, Mufi
Hannemann and Jeremy Harris could or would not.
It would be a significant moment, a turning back to prioritizing housing needs for locals; and
not just housing for local people to rent, but the need for people to have peace and quiet,
safety and stability in the place they call home.
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the number of times you comment per story so everyone has a chance to participate without
feeling like they are in the middle of an argument between just a few people. Be civil and
respectful of others even if you disagree. Language and words are important so please avoid
snark and put-downs. Name calling and mocking of people's names is specifically prohibited;
so are personal attacks. General nastiness and stereotyping also will be rejected. DO NOT
WRITE IN ALL CAPS; that comes across as yelling, don't you think? Stay on the topic of the
story, please, and not turn everything into a screed on Trump or Biden. Not every comment
may get posted. We may suspend or ban commenters who overstep at our sole discretion.
No links, please.
Be patient. We read every comment but we also need to sleep, spend time with our families
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I can see both sides. I think a hosted situation with the owner on site for a 30 day rental is
fair….if the owner is there, less risk of noise, mayhem, neighborhood disruption. There are
legit reasons for people needing housing for less than 6 months. On the other hand, my
neighbor who bought the home across the street rented it to tourists, and he wasn't around at
all. This was in an older, established hood, where people knew each other by first name,
shared fruit bounty, and helped each other out on occasion. This situation was not nearly as
palatable, given the frequent turn over of unknown guests, and loud noise late at night. There
must be a happy medium. I do not support just giving hotels all the business, nor removing
the possibility of someone making a bit of money on the side by taken in a short term renter,
which could be a win-win. Common sense should prevail….it is broken, but fix it right, please.
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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News Flash! Tourism has taken over because its very easy money compared to harvesting
pineapple or sugar cane or fields of hemp for that matter. Hawaii can't support its current
population without a robust visitor industry which is, along with the military, the shaky two
legged stool of the local economy. When the Covid funny money runs out a few tourist in
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neighborhoods or crowding the beach is going to look a lot better than people having no
money at all. Singapore has 5 million people on an island half the size of Oahu and they are
cleaner and more prosperous. Their commitment to the free-market demonstrates a lot can
be done if people are smart and work with what they have. There is no regulating Hawaii out of
its problems there's only sound planning coupled with economic growth.
thumb_up Respect 3 reply Reply
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It seems property rights are being infringed upon for the sake of taxes.
What I find interesting is this is defined as "build back better". Better than what?
Illegal profit driven by illegal operators is rather new to the islands and has nothing to do but
force people into hotels for the taxes.
Look I do not own rental property but believe property rights of owners should never be
abused to gain tax revenue.
Is losing another right, to property, a "build back better" element in our move to socialism?
thumb_up Respect 2 reply Reply
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Limiting vacation rentals will definitely affect the economy "somehow". The biggest challenge is
having enough patience to wait and see how everything turns out: will we really get fewer
tourists who each spend more, quieter residential areas, and less crowded beaches, or will the
arguments about revenue and quality-of-life merely shift to other targets?
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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I think almost everyone is in agreement that ILLEGAL short term rentals should be eliminated.
But this new bill punishes all short term rental owners, both ILLEGAL and LEGAL unit holders
to the same extent. There is an existing bill that was recently passed by the government that
took years of stakeholder involvement to come to a reasonable compromise for all that should
be enforced. The problem is that the DPP has chosen not to enforce the existing bill.....
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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I think there are many negative impacts of this proposed bill and many new restrictions for
LEGAL short term rental owners that only benefit the large hotel chains. For example, if an
owner of a LEGAL short term rental unit either within the Waikiki Hotel District or just outside
of it (like the Waikiki Sunset or Banyan) currently has the option to rent their unit personally,
use a third party rental/management company or use the hotel management to rent and
manage the unit.
With this new bill, all LEGAL short term rental owners who have a unit in a hotel or condo-hotel
will be REQUIRED to ONLY USE the HOTEL management to both rent their unit and SET the
RENTAL Price. Current LEGAL short term rental owners will basically lose their property rights
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to both determine the rental price of their OWN property and their right will also be removed
as to is allowed to manage unit.
This will only increase accommodation costs and decrease the number of affordable
accommodations in Waikiki and surrounding area. Something the new bill was supposed to
prevent, unless of course you are a hotel owner.
thumb_up Respect 2 reply Reply
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It's good to see an opinion driven by a desire for quality of life in our neighborhoods rather
than just another opinion that is driven by the illegal profits made by illegal operators.
Keep up the good work Lee!
thumb_up Respect 10 reply Reply
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reply In reply to jminitera

This article (describing the current proposal before the council), is not about “illegal
activity”.
The current proposal seeks to make 30+ day leases, otherwise known as “month-tomonth” leases, which have always been LEGAL, illegal.
Please stop spreading this falsehood.
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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10M tourists is far too many. It's bad for Hawaii's environment and our island society. I
suggest throttling back to 5M and doubling prices charged.
thumb_up Respect 10 reply Reply
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What a hit piece against B&B owners, short-term rental owners, and neighbors. It implies
renters take away from housing needs of locals and neighbors appear to be peeping toms
minding renters business. We're too busy trying to get an annual income of $98,000 with $70K
savings to afford a $400K home originally priced at $500K. We don't have time to wonder why
Rick hasn't fulfilled his election promises to residents. We don't have time to research the
connection between DPP and Aston Hotels. In fact, we don't have time to get to know our
neighbors, so having B&B's 1000 feet apart with parking on site and 30-day rentals with
parking on site is a whole lot better than having DPP approve another 350-unit hotel in my
neighborhood and adding to traffic. Let's require the Planning Commission to advise on
affordable housing, monster homes, weather mitigation and adaptation to our infrastructure...
thumb_up Respect 7 reply Reply
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reply In reply to Karen

350 unit hotel rooms are only zoned for resort areas, the exact same places you can host a
short term rental if you want.
Any there is no denying g that every room offered short term, legally or not, takes away a
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room that could be rented for longer than a vacation to someone living or working here.
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It is unlawful for any person to advertise or cause the advertisement of a dwelling unit that
is not a registered bed and breakfast home or transient vacation unit pursuant to Section
21-5.730.2 or operating pursuant to a nonconforming use certificate for a term of less than
180 consecutive days. Any written communication advertising the rental of a dwelling unit
that is not registered with the department pursuant to Section 21-5.730.2 or operating
pursuant to a nonconforming use certificate must include the following statement: “This
property may not be rented for less than 180 consecutive days. Rental prices will not be
reduced or adjusted based on the number of days the rental is used or occupied.”
So does this mean that the month to month standard residential rentals are now outlawed?
6 month fixed amount rental leases now being the minimum?
That is great news for struggling and hard working Hawaii rental residents previously at the
whim of landlords, always holding a 45 day eviction notice over their tenants' heads.
Not to mention the required minimum 45 day rent increase notice previously required and
regularly exercised by greedy owners/landlords/property managers.
thumb_up Respect 3 reply Reply
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reply In reply to HuliOpu

After you advertise and rent for 180 days the owner can renew the lease for any period
they choose with month to month being most common. People uncomfortable with that
should negotiate for a longer period. And, if they are good tenants, I’m sure the landlord
will agree unless they have other plans for the property. Unfortunately given the
government’s intervention in the rental market there will be more than a few property
owners with other plans. Interest rates are still low - time to buy!
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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This blindly assumes that all residents WANT only rental terms of 6 months or more. This
law will not give RENTERS this option. A resident in transition with a need of, 4 months
accommodation will be forced to pay 6 months of rent, or live in a hotel for 4 months at
several times the cost.
This is a clear giveaway to hotel operators and a burden that will be paid entirely by
residents.
At present, residents have the option to choose their rental term, month to month, 6months or what ever term meets their needs. Landlords also have the option of what to
offer, it is market driven and although landlords typically have the greater leverage, our
current laws give both parties choices. This new law will strip both parties of their choices.
thumb_up Respect 4 reply Reply
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reply In reply to HuliOpu

Disagree with impact on transient definitions. Look up Hawaii reg sec. 18-237D-1-07 and
HCDA definitions and see if your reading agrees with the language there. To my mind, the
proposed changes conform better with existing definitions on what is transient. It’s been a
prolonged dialog of refinement between hotel industry who want to minimize burdens
and tax authorities who want their share of revenue through the years, so it’s an evolved
regime that works pretty well. Just the recent tweaks for “home” residences used as TVUs
give twists. After all, it’s basically a state turnover tax we are talking about anyway, not
mainly a city property tax, though there are blurring lines nowadays if the city wishes to
impose commercial/hotel rates on former “residential” property.
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Suppose we get rid of all the "illegal" vacation rentals, so all the tourists stay in hotels and
resorts.
Assuming there are enough hotel rooms, how much of that money stays in the islands?
thumb_up Respect 3 reply Reply
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reply In reply to wishful_thinker

Actually, most of the money generated in resort districts does stay in the island. Resort
hotels, restaurants and retailers hire thousands of workers. In addition, there are
thousands of auxiliary businesses who benefit from resort tourism. In contrast, illegal
vacation rentals hire no full-time employees. And at least half, if not more, of the illegals
are owned by out-of-state investors.
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reply In reply to Mauka

Hilton and Marriott and the rest are out-of-state investors.
It can be argued that auxiliary businesses benefit from tourism spending regardless of
where those tourists sleep. If the tourists aren't spending "enough" money, that's a
different discussion entirely.
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reply In reply to Mauka

“most of the money generated in resort districts does stay in the island”
Citation, please.
“at least half, if not more, of the illegals are owned by out-of-state investors”
Citation, please.
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So true!
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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My surprise is that for so many years laws have been on the books to prevent the illegal
rentals, but little to no enforcement has been the norm.

Prior to Blangiardi, just before the pandemic set in, new laws were enacted but never
enforced.
A September 27, 2019 Civil Beat article lays out how the City and County of Honolulu "Will
happily settle for 10%" of violations.
Like a real life game of chess, folks that want to do the wrong thing have found a way to
manipulate good hearted advocates to do their bidding.
Is this likely one of those situations?
Ask yourselves: Why is a new law proposed when the past law and laws are not enforced? Who
is going to benefit most from this new proposal? Do you understand the nuances of the
requirements?
What happens to neighborhoods when like California, Honolulu decides to allow 2 duplexes on
every single family lot?
As I see it, money bags people donʻt care about this new law, theyʻll pay the tax and carry on,
but now, legally. Mom and pop, nope.
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California is notorious for wanting something for nothing. Power deregulation days (Enron
led) had legislation there that deregulated prices but failed to pay basic costs for
capacity/grid stabilization. What they got: rolling blackouts and energy shortages by people
gaming the power supply shortfall markets typically from BC hydro and Nevada. I was
dealing with that in a past life. What they got now: badly neglected transmission &
distribution lines that spark fires, an indirect result from hands off CPUC since
“deregulation.” Housing: California spent over ~$13B on homeless issues over the last 3
years but few supply adjustments, no real places for homeless to go. So the Bay Area
started going up again after stalling right after Newsome announced the new density
regime. Why? Because now the computed rent yield potential is 2x+ higher. Ex: San Jose
zero lot line areas went from ~$5K/month for single family houses to ~4x$2.6K/month for
4 single units. I’m thinking some builders who purchase & redevelop homes for resale are
looking at a windfall. Don’t know if homeless can afford it after the dust clears. Best thing
Newsome did was cancel the elevated rail. But sadly not here.
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Lee, you are overlooking an important point. Even legal, hotel-tax paying vacation rentals in the
tourist district of Waikiki are affected by restrictions under this bill. They would pay more, and
have new rental restrictions. This bill is clearly sponsored by the hotel industry.
Illegal vacation rentals should be stopped. Residential vacation rentals should be limited. But,
the hotel industry is trying to get its wishlist and reduce competition, which is unreasonable
and unfair. These distinctions are important.
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reply In reply to readysf

Not many of them. The 180 day rule for example does not apply.
But if they are going to operate like a hotel and generate income for the owner they
absolutely should pay the same property tax rate as a hotel.
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Does anyone remember that we were able to exist before Airbnb existed?
thumb_up Respect 10 reply Reply
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reply In reply to Watdog114

Yes and anyone who has traveled after AirBnb knows how much better it is that staying in
a hotel. We just need to figure out what areas should have these units and keep them out
of what should be purely residential areas. Maybe we should also make these areas
purely owner occupied units to keep all the riff raff out.
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reply In reply to Harvey

I completely agree—Airbnb's are my favorite accommodation but they should only be in
zoned areas
thumb_up Respect 1 reply Reply
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reply In reply to Harvey

We do. They are fine in resort zoned areas which contrary to popular belief covers areas
that have things other than resorts in them. The majority of beds in Waikiki are not in
hotels for example.
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Inn's, Boarding House and B&B predates the hotel industry.
thumb_up Respect reply Reply
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CKMsurf

20 hours ago

Several issues are glossed over. (1) Health/safety: not all dwellings are physically suitable or at
code for visitor use. Nor are operators vetted; had to deal with police on point. Such contact
with unsuspecting visitors should be addressed. (2) Fairness: why a neighbor’s TVU prevents
adjacent neighbors from similar activities as did the old law (one of many spot zoning issues)?
Either everyone can or not. And if a home=commercial use, why is it not taxed & forced to
health/safety code as other similar businesses instead of allowing wider margins? I’ve said this
in public testimony for many years. The debate ignores basic operating issues like these
because louder voices cry out for lost revenues & few fully address the problems. I had to work
with diverse issues inflicted on other owners & unsuspecting visitors. Parking/noise are the
simplest matters I had to deal with. Such are heard about most, being the easiest to publicly
address. It’s not always a perfect world & lovely people looking after family homes. Much too
naïve, but easy to espouse. Address big overlooked issues 1st, then do the business/not, as
long as it’s fair to all, not just create more burdens on neighbors.
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Wow. If I'm reading this proposal right, Hawai'i could be the first place to pretty much ban
Airbnb. That would be stunning.
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No. Ex: Calabasas for one. But many ban vacation units except for owner occupied ones,
like Santa Monica; note Santa Monica had a long standing complete ban before, so that
was a loosening. It’s taking years for individual cities to update for these activities and it’s
not uniform treatment. Evolving with COVID-19 as well. Many are doing just as Honolulu is,
restricted to appropriately zoned areas and limits on duration. And some have numerical
caps. It’s not that Honolulu is unique. Moreover, the proposed legislation conforms more
with existing definitions from our State and HCDA, which doesn’t get much play in
comments or media. So as a general principle it is not a different or new concept here or
elsewhere. Awareness depth may be increasing lately. Ex: taxis are an old regulated regime
along with local sales taxes sometimes avoided by online sellers. Why should social media
based operations be different because they derive business from online platforms?
Regulators are playing catch up but already have existing framework that was overlooked.
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reply In reply to CKMsurf

Thanks, that helps to understand a little.
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Makaha a resort area? Let's see, no restaurants, one gas station, a small Long's Drug and a 711. Let's cram tourists there reducing one of the least expensive housing on Oahu in one of
poorest areas . That makes sense.
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reply In reply to oldsurfa

Wait, they say they gonna build a resort there again in the middle of that burnt out kiawe
pit. How many years they’ve been saying that? And besides we don’t really have the “tourist
serving mentality” out here. Remember when they tried to give us public education about
that subject and it failed?
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People like President Obama could not rent a beach house for their vacation so that it frees up
the house for an "affordable" rental?
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Until the 'system' of land/housing supply and marketing is wrenched from the greedy hands of
the real estate industrial complex and the 'developers' (in collusion with our 'legislators)
measures such as this will have almost negligible impact on affordability and availability of
housing for working residents of the state.
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